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Introduction
The friend who introduced me to Ivan Turgenev’s short novel First Love,
characterized it as a beautiful thing that’s made out of ugly things, and it has occurred
to me since that a substantial quotient of ugliness may well be integral to all truly
beautiful literary works. In any case, there can be few books rooted in a more
profound ugliness than Gregor von Rezzori’s Memoirs of an Anti-Semite, which so
vividly, so feelingly, so elegantly, with such tender care, anarchic humor, and shocking
honesty portrays the crucible of Central Europe during the first half of the twentieth
century, with its catastrophically toxic compound of cultural elements and historical
impulses.
Rezzori was born in 1914 in the Bukovina, and he preserves in print, in this and
other books, the immense vitality of the region at that time—the linguistic and ethnic
ferment, the vast, brooding landscapes lit by the fading glow of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, the borderland combustibility. As a young man, Rezzori also spent time in
Vienna, where he studied and had family, in Bucharest, and in Berlin, and he can cause
those cities to spring to life on a page with such intense immediacy that you can
practically drink the coffee and eat the pastry.
Memoirs of an Anti-Semite was first published in its entirety in German, in 1979,
but the story “Troth,” which the polyglot author wrote in English, appeared ten years
earlier in The New Yorker under the title “Memoirs of an Anti-Semite.” And although
the book was written decades after World War II, most of it is set in the preceding
years, along the road to that war.
The cultural life of Germany and Central Europe in the 1910s, ’20s, and ’30s burns
so brightly against its dark background that for many of us who weren’t there it has the
force of thwarted memory, of something that grieving is straining to reinstate. And the
art of the period—music, film, painting, architecture, and literature—with its probing,
uneasy, anticipatory qualities, seems to be straining forward for some sort of
information or resolution from the far side of the immense blood-filled trench that
violently severs one part of history from another.
It is sickeningly clear to us, now, just what is about to happen back then, on the
other side. And yet, though the abyss yawns conspicuously in their path, the people
walking around in that particular past seem nearly oblivious. Why, why on earth don’t
they watch where they’re going?
The names of certain years are like tolling bells that announce not only the horrors
each contains, but also the greater ones to come: 1919—the Treaty of Versailles; 1923
—the apex of hyperinflation in Germany; 1933—the Reichstag fire, which enabled
Hitler to seize power by declaring a “state of emergency”; 1935—the Nuremberg
Laws, which stripped German Jews of citizenship; 1938—Anschluss, the annexation
of Austria into the German Reich; Kristallnacht, the state-sponsored pogrom against
Jews throughout the Reich; 1939—the German invasion of Poland; 1942—the
Wannsee Conference, at which the program was devised to eradicate all Jews by
means of extermination camps.
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And of course between these years and within each of them, there are the myriad
new rules, decrees and laws, economic and social events, and developments within the
Church as well as within the medical and academic establishments, all of which were
to signify in the ensuing immolation of a large part of the world.
The incremental contributions to the intertwined catastrophes—the war and the
attempted genocide of the Jews—continue to be sifted and scrutinized. And there are
many contemporaneous reports available to us. We have a number of astonishing
witnesses’ accounts from people who were soon to be murdered and from some who,
against all likelihood, evaded murder. And we have the Nazi’s hair-raisingly
meticulous records of their programs, policies, and deeds, their triumphal speeches and
exhaustive propaganda. There are also some superb diaries and memoirs by people
like Sebastian Haffner and Missy Vassiltchikov, who could perfectly well have led
successful lives within the Third Reich but who instead dedicated themselves to
opposing it.
But with all this wealth of documentation, one thing that we have very little insight
into is what it felt like to be someone who managed somehow to remain relatively
unaffected by and relatively unconcerned with the government’s darkening shadow.
What about the person who was managing just to go about his or her business? What
might such a person have been experiencing at each turn, at each of the moments that,
in retrospect at least, appear as so starkly significant?
Once a great public cataclysm has occurred, it is nearly impossible for people to
recall what it is they felt and how they behaved during it or just prior to it. Misery is a
potent aid in obliterating memory, and shame in distorting it. The mind’s mandate is to
interpret, and even in the most routine course of things the mind confects a stance—
codifies, retroactively, reactions and attitudes; interpretation springs instantaneously
from experience, but interpretation is inherently inaccurate.
Perhaps Rezzori’s most astounding coup in this book is to keep his narrator’s
consciousness severely restricted to the moment it is experiencing, his tone pristinely
untouched by the reader’s (and author’s) indelible awareness of the conflagration
about to engulf entire populations. The stories are told from some unspecified
“present” about a younger self. Yet throughout those sections of the book set before
the war, there is no stain of hindsight—sanctimony, apology, self-exoneration, regret,
or even sobriety regarding the shattering events that are soon to follow. It is a
fastidious exploration of a psyche in circumstances that became extraordinary, and it
sheds more light on murderous and suicidal human irrationality than any other single
work I’ve encountered. It is also—however troublingly—deliriously funny and a
virtuoso literary performance.
The complexities of the book’s title alone, the tangled and ambiguous colorations—
brutal, nostalgic, formal, comedic, goading, confessional—put one off-balance and on
guard before one even reaches the subtitle: A Novel in Five Stories, itself arrestingly
equivocal.
I’d assume this choice of subtitle was at least in part a marketing decision: novels
are more saleable than stories, never mind that the book is not really a novel at all. On
the other hand, neither is the book exactly a collection of stories. The sections, each of
which is complete in itself, are, in fact, related—though it’s hard to say exactly how;
they’re certainly not related in any way that free-standing segments of a novel might
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be expected to be related.
The first and last sections of the book have Russian titles—“Skushno” and
“Pravda.” Skushno, we’re told immediately, “is difficult to translate. It means more
than dreary boredom: a spiritual void that sucks you in like a vague but intensely
urgent longing.” Pravda, on the other hand, we can all easily translate, and yet—as
exemplified, for instance, by the famous Soviet newspaper from whose name most of
us know the word—whether it actually means anything is debatable.
What impels the book’s first section toward the dubious, fragmented goal of the
last, expresses itself variously in the course of the intervening stories as a longing for
one’s childhood landscape—source and symbol of one’s integration into the universe
—the longing for something to believe in, the longing for something to be loyal to, the
longing for something to be: childish and adolescent longings, the longings of the pure
in heart—romantic, innocent, and noble. Or so they seem to those who hold or extol
them. But under Rezzori’s unflinching gaze the sentimental haze evaporates from
around them and we watch notions of “loyalty” and “identity” degrade into little more
than fertile soil for the cultivation of hatred.
Anti-Semitism, in various aspects—mild distaste or virulent loathing, unabashedly
arbitrary or justified by religious dogma or some idea of “race”—is the element that
shapes each story in the book. Or, to put it another way, deforms what each story
would be if anti-Semitism were not an overwhelming element in the narrator’s
consciousness and history.
In “Skushno” the young narrator’s uncle Hubi fondly recalls an encounter with a
distinguished neighbor, Saul Goldmann, casting a sickening display of bigotry as a
youthful, high-spirited witticism. Anti-Semitism recurs throughout the book as foible,
ornament, quirk, heirloom, side effect, device—in short, always as something trivial.
The particularly dazzling story “Troth” is a vertiginous slalom down inter-looping
trails of absurd logic, all constructed in the service of untenable ideas. Here is the
narrator’s placidly anti-Semitic Viennese grandmother shortly after Germany has
annexed Austria:
Coming back from Mass, she had been laughed at and shouted at in the open
street, and nearly man-handled, by a handful of young rowdies who were forcing
a group of Jews to wash slogans for the Schuschnigg regime off the wall of a
house. Among those Jews, my grandmother recognized a physician who had
once cured one of my aunts of a painful otitis media, and she interfered,
attacking the young rowdies with her umbrella and shouting that this was going
too far.
A marvelous phrase, “going too far.” How far is precisely far enough? What is a
judicious, a decorous, an appropriate measure of contempt—the precise amount of
contempt in which a Jew ought to be held? And how much is excessive, or, even
worse, vulgar?
Rezzori is exquisitely sensitive to indices of status, and anti-Semitism frequently
appears in the book as a function of prestige. Here, again from “Troth,” the narrator is
describing a local charlatan, who calls himself Mr. Malik. Though Mr. Malik turns out,
unsurprisingly, to be a passionate admirer of Hitler, the same grandmother of the
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narrator (whose vast string of ridiculously pompous names are summarily discarded
by his Jewish friend, lover, and mentor, Minka, in favor of “Brommy”) takes it for
granted that because Mr. Malik’s name is obviously assumed, he must be a Jew. And
Jews who changed their names, like Mr. Malik, were crooks and swindlers. Their
camouflage was but a falsehood to which they were driven by their disgusting
greed for profit and their repulsive social climbing. This was particularly the
case with the so-called Polish Jews…. The elder ones and very old ones,
particularly the very poor, were humbly what they were—submissive men in
black caftans and large-brimmed hats, with curls at their temples, and in their
eyes a sort of melting look which the sadness of many thousands of years
seemed to have bestowed. Their eyes were like dark ponds. Some of them were
even beautiful in their melancholy. They had spun-silver prophets’ heads, with
which the butcher’s face of Mr. Malik would have compared very unfavorably,
and when they looked at you, humbly stepping aside to let you pass, it was like a
sigh for not only themselves but all the burden of human existence which they
knew so well. But the young ones, and especially the ones who were better off,
or even rich, showed an embarrassing self-confidence. They wore elegant clothes
and drove dandified roadsters, and their girls smelled of scent and sparkled with
jewelry. Some of them even had dogs and walked them on leashes, just as my
aunts did.
What an affront! Note the word “even”; note the word “just.” After all, what is the
point of having a dog, if it is not an indication that you are superior to someone who
doesn’t? The very scaffolding of the world trembles if there is not, demonstrably, an
“other.” And those who enact their otherness—particularly through powerlessness and
suffering—are admirable exemplars of a sanctified social order; those who defy, or
more insultingly, ignore, the status levied upon them are arrivistes—that is, not to put
too fine a point on it, scum; because it is the job of the oppressed and despised to prop
up the dignity of those who oppress and despise them. The world Rezzori presents to
us is a cauldron of East and West, nationalities, languages, customs, and legacies, and
he reminds us repeatedly throughout the book how efficient and universal an
instrument racism—specifically racism as an adjunct of nationalism—is in
establishing and maintaining self-respect.
One of the many paradoxes that Rezzori presents to us in “Troth” with a straight
face is that although the narrator can manage, due to his childhood in the Bukovina, a
better Yiddish accent and tell a better Jewish joke than the Jews he encounters, those
Jews are far more refined—more European—than he or any of the other gentiles
around. And although the punctilious anti-Semitism of his relatives might afford him
no end of amusement, he accepts anti-Semitism as his lot, a sort of badge of his being,
as something—however distasteful from some points of view, however infantile or
retrograde—that is an ineradicable feature of his being. It might cause him to behave,
from time to time, in inconvenient ways; it might cause him, from time to time, to feel
things that are highly inconvenient or even slightly shaming, but it does, nonetheless,
confirm his identity.
The narrator, once again of “Troth,” who has been trying out various nationalities in
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search of one to be gratifyingly loyal to, says:
Salzburg in the summer of 1937 was just awful. It was overrun with Jews. The
worst of them had come from Germany as refugees and, in spite of their
luggage-laden Mercedes cars, behaved as if they were the victims of a cruel
persecution and therefore had the right to hang around in hundreds at the Café
Mozart, criticize everything, and get whatever they wanted faster and cheaper—
if not for nothing—than anybody else. They spoke with that particular Berlin
snottiness that so got on the nerves of anyone brought up in Austria, and my
sharp ears could all too easily detect the background of Jewish slang. My
Turkish blood revolted. I could have slaughtered them all.
And a little bit later, he continues:
Poldi was the fat journalist from Prague, who as a theater critic, went regularly
not only to Vienna but also to Berlin. He had lost a lot of weight and was not half
so amusing as he used to be. What irritated me most of all was the selfcomplacent way he treated me—and I could not rise to the occasion, because he
resolutely kept aiming at my cultural gaps.… In the landscape of my mind,
politics had not figured prominently. As a subject of Rumania—that is, of His
Majesty King Carol II—I knew … that in Bucharest there was a parliament
where deputies represented the party of the peasants and the party of the liberals
and whatnot, and that they were a bunch of crooks who did nothing but steal the
money of the state. There were also some Jews, who were Communists, and
therefore, rightly were treated as such.… But fortunately, there were also some
young Rumanians who, under their leader, a certain Mr. Cuza—which was a
good and noble name, though only adopted by that gentleman—beat up those
Jews from time to time, thus keeping them in a hell of a fright, and preventing
them from spreading more Communist propaganda and provocation. I knew, too,
that in Austria there were many socialists, called Reds, who were beaten up by or
beat up the Heimwehr, which was a national guard defending the ethical values
—such as the cleanliness of mind guaranteed by the fresh mountain air, and the
love for shooting goats and plucking edelweiss.
The reader’s first reactions might well be shock and rage, revulsion at the
playfulness, the unruly, romping satire—or shock and rage, revulsion at having been
made to laugh out loud. How dare anyone make light of such willful ignorance, such
self-absorption in the face of genocidal evil?
In fact, it is precisely this tone of levity that is the very substance of the book’s
gravity. If “1938” did not have its deadly ring in our ears—if we did not know
perfectly well what was to take place in, for example, “1941,” we might find the tone
painfully callous, or contemptible, but not exactly shocking. As it is, though, we are
shaken out of our automatic and sanitized a postiori position on past crimes—that is,
crimes in which we ourselves were not involved.
It is partly the narrator’s engaging self-mockery that prevents us from being able to
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dismiss him outright as nothing more than an amazingly frivolous lout, and it is partly
the transfixing spectacle of the various mental collisions he experiences in front of us.
He takes the road of least resistance in almost every situation, but his weak character
(which occasions much head-shaking on the part of his clownishly reactionary
relatives) is no guarantee that he’ll always have a good time; the same acuity that
enables him to distort or camouflage the evidence in front of his eyes functions also as
almost an opponent, allowing highly unwelcome insights to dismantle his equanimity.
But just who is this narrator and who is he to us? The first four of the book’s five
segments, or stories, are narrated in the first person. The “I” that runs through these
four sections grows older but is generally consistent, exhibiting a number of identical
attitudes, many of them repugnant, and traits, many of them regrettable, in addition,
always, to a vanquishing charm and an enchanting verbal panache. This “I” seems
always to have been born around 1914 in the Bukovina and to have spent significant
portions of time in Vienna, where he has family, and also in Berlin and Bucharest. And
those of us who are at all familiar with Rezzori’s biography are bound to recognize in
this the general outline of his life.
Any first-person narrator’s claim borrows from the unassailability of autobiography
—often very effectively so, even though we know that it is only a conceit designed to
do just that. And to present a narrator, as Rezzori does, whose name is primarily,
confidently “I,” is to strike a pact with the reader—to put the reader into a special,
intimate, engaged position vis-à-vis the narrator, who seems to be saying something
like, “I’m sharing a confidence with you, one that’s important to me. It might be
private, really, and embarrassing, but I’m not so ashamed that I can’t tell you.” The
corollary is, of course, “Let’s pretend this is me I’m talking about.” And in the case of
this book, in which some of the narrators are called “Gregor” and some of their
experiences resemble the author’s, there’s the further, teasing, suggestion, “Who’s to
say it isn’t?”
But there are little reminders throughout—even to those unfamiliar with particulars
of Rezzori’s life that diverge significantly from his narrators’—that what we’re
reading is not autobiography. Though we’re content to assume that the personal history
of one section’s narrator informs the thinking of the narrators of the other sections, the
sections clearly aren’t designed to be particularly cohesive. The foot-loose narrator of
the harrowing “Löwinger’s Rooming House” tells us, following his casual, pointless
betrayal of a fellow lodger, “After nearly four years of the Balkans I’d had my fill and
felt homesick for Vienna. I arrived there just in time for March 1938.” Yet just a few
pages later, it’s a ridiculous love affair that brings the narrator of “Troth” to Romania
and then to Vienna in February 1938.
Were these passages written on the day the writer interrupted his work to answer the
phone? Was the editor asleep? Obviously not; this is fiction we’re reading, and its
purposes are the insights and illuminations of which fiction and only fiction is capable.
Nor is this contradiction of circumstances a mistake in a novel. “Löwinger’s Rooming
House” and “Troth” are two distinct narratives, both of which require their protagonist
to be in Vienna for the prelude to Anschluss, but each of which is working to a
different end.
Also reminding us that fiction is what we’re reading is the sheer artistry,
conspicuously, even perhaps suspiciously so, in the forefront, of both structure and
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language. Is that display designed, we might ask, not only to thrill and delight, which
it does, but also to bedazzle, to seduce—actually to distract? Or designed, rather, to
make us note what it is to be seduced, bedazzled, and distracted? How will the author
manage to land on his feet at the end of this whirling arabesque of a sentence? What
outlandish sight will he unveil next? Look over there! There, at the party, the lovers,
the hilarious passersby, not over here, where the train is being loaded up with Jews for
its journey east.
But what would an author, who is so clearly devoted to verisimilitude, gain from
pointing out to us, now and again, that it is fiction rather than strict autobiography
we’re reading? Once the question is asked, the answer seems obvious: when we’re
aware of reading fiction, rather than memoir or autobiography, we’re aware that the
book is not about the singular experience of the author; the focus, the effort, the
purpose lie elsewhere.
Each of Rezzori’s disarming, capering, mischievous raconteurs puts an arm around
us as he gambols at our side, turning our attention to this or that, and we can’t help but
read as a companion—or, one might say, as an accomplice; the charm is collusive; we
can hardly pretend we’re not party to his confidences! Nor can we pretend we don’t
understand his states of mind. What was so clear in hindsight, before we began the
book—the step-by-step progress toward inevitable catastrophe—is obscured by the
vital presentness of Rezzori’s urgent and intimate narration.
The unexpected postwar narrator of the anguished, subtle, final section, “Pravda,”
with its inconclusive paragraphs and its unstable balancings of rage and resignation, is
not “I” but “he.” And the sensation of finding ourselves at a remove, alienated from
prior convictions, habits, milieus, is deeply unsettling. Who is this “he,” this other,
whom life has made us? Where did we split off from ourselves, and what happened to
our firm reliance on our received view of things? “The artful feat of always holding up
a new possibility of himself, a fiction of himself, and the knack, the balletic skill, of
eluding reality, withdrawing the fiction at the last instant before colliding with reality
—those were talents no one could emulate,” the protagonist, “he,” observes.
One of the extraordinary capacities of fiction is its amenability to rendering
conditions of self-deception, to enable us to read with a sort of double brain; we can be
instructed to look at something and look away from it simultaneously. Rezzori has
provided us with a detailed examination of how the brain works when it’s getting itself
to think things that are advantageous to the person in whom it’s housed and of how the
brain works when it’s getting itself not to think things disadvantageous to that person.
And he has traced the mental consequences of those mental achievements, too: What
happens when one’s interests come to conflict, as in the event of divided loyalties and
affections? What happens when reality runs out of room for one’s system of beliefs
and sense of oneself?
The relationships between these stories is one of a development of a consciousness,
a consciousness that belongs to many people, to a world that has sustained seizures of
destruction, that is waking from delusional dreams of glory and heroism to find itself
grotesquely maimed, and drenched with blood.
It is perhaps in this retrospective section, “Pravda,” that we become more
uncomfortably aware of the future than the past. We recall from the earlier sections
specious discussions, telling instances of misdirected focus, expressions of
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breathtaking shortsightedness. The narrator of “Troth” who has come to Vienna for a
tryst, as it happens on the night of Anschluss, stands at the window the next morning
with his lover
and looked down at the Opernring, now empty, where all the night through there
had been ecstasy—a sudden ecstasy that had its source in the silent marching
blocks, and that drew people out of their houses and made them run toward the
marchers, shouting, roaring, embracing one another, swinging flags with
swastikas, throwing their arms to heaven, jumping and dancing in delirium. It
was an icy cold yet gloriously sunny day, quite unusual for the middle of March.
It was so cold that you would not allow your dog to stay outdoors for longer than
five minutes. There was nobody as far as you could see except two or three of
the old hags, wrapped, onionlike, in layers of frocks and coats, who sold flowers
in the New Market. They were running across the Ring and throwing their roses
and carnations in the air, yelling, “Heil!” What did they have to do with it,
anyway?
What indeed? Everything, of course. While the narrator has been pursuing his
amusements and various personal concerns, taking in no more information about the
world he lives in than what impinges directly upon him, the irrelevant “old hags” have
been starving, have been assiduously cultivated into perhaps Hitler’s most powerful
constituency. And it almost must occur to the reader that although self-involvement
might seem to be a minor and relatively innocent (to say nothing of prevalent)
character flaw, perhaps there’s nothing inherently minor or innocent about it; perhaps
it’s the context that determines just what it is and what its potentialities are.
If we take Rezzori’s anti-Semite seriously—and how can we not?—we are
compelled also to recognize the portrait, or reflection, of a comfortable person in a
period of social deterioration or economic crisis, a period of political fragility. Now
and again it occurs to most of us to wonder, I suppose, what the consequences of our
own unexamined attitudes or biases might be; it occurs to us to wonder how something
to which we’re not particularly forced to pay much attention is going to develop, or
whom it affects.
How many actually evil people does it take to accomplish a genocide and reduce
much of a continent to ash? Only a handful, it seems, but that handful requires the
passive assistance of many, many other people who glance out of the windows of their
secure homes and see a cloudless sky. It’s easy enough for most of us to distance
ourselves from attitudes of virulent racism, but what about from carelessness, poor
logic, casual snobbery—either social or intellectual—inattentiveness? Rezzori reminds
us painfully that the great and malignant hazard of privilege is obtuseness.
“Blood still flows today as it did then,” the narrator of “Pravda” observes. “That it
was not his own blood was due to random circumstances that one cannot even call
fortuitous: the only dignity to be maintained in our time is the dignity of being among
the victims.”
Yes, we wonder, what does it take to be a “decent person”? Maybe the most
significant component is luck—the good luck to be born into a place and moment that
inflicts minimal cruelty and thus does not require from us the courage to discern and to
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resist its tides.
Rezzori keeps his nerve; he ensures that his “I” has no idea what the year “1933” is,
or the year “1938”—what those numbers will mean to the reader, or, indeed, will mean
to his future self. And in doing so, the author also ensures that just before—or just
after—we dismiss the feckless young narrator as an idiot, a question inserts itself:
What year is, for example, “2007”?
—DEBORAH EISENBERG
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Skushno
Skushno is a Russian word that is difficult to translate. It means more than dreary
boredom: a spiritual void that sucks you in like a vague but intensely urgent longing.
When I was thirteen, at a phase that educators used to call the awkward age, my
parents were at their wits’ end. We lived in the Bukovina, today an almost
astronomically remote province in southeastern Europe. The story I am telling seems
as distant—not only in space but also in time—as if I’d merely dreamed it. Yet it
begins as a very ordinary story.
I had been expelled by a consilium abeundi—an advisory board with authority to
expel unworthy students—from the schools of the then Kingdom of Rumania, whose
subjects we had become upon the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire after the
first great war. An attempt to harmonize the imbalances in my character by means of
strict discipline at a boarding school in Styria (my people still regarded Austria as our
cultural homeland) nearly led to the same ignominious end, and only my pseudovoluntary departure from the institution in the nick of time prevented my final
ostracism from the privileged ranks of those for whom the path to higher education
was open. Again in the jargon of those assigned the responsible task of raising children
to become “useful members of society,” I was a “virtually hopeless case.” My parents,
blind to how the contradictions within me had grown out of the highly charged
difference between their own natures, agreed with the schoolmasters: the mix of
neurotic sensitivity and a tendency to violence, alert perception and inability to learn,
tender need for support and lack of adjustability, would only develop into something
criminal.
One of the trivial aphorisms my generation owes to Wilhelm Busch’s Pious Helene
is the homily “Once your reputation’s done/You can live a life of fun.” But this
optimistic notion results more from wishful thinking than from practical experience. In
my case, had anyone asked me about my state of mind, I would have sighed and
answered, “Skushno!” Even though rebellious thoughts occasionally surged within me,
I dragged myself, or rather I let myself be dragged, listlessly through my bleak
existence in the snail’s pace of days. Nor was I ever free of a sense of guilt, for my
feeling guilty was not entirely foisted upon me by others; there were deep reasons I
could not explain to myself; had I been able to do so, my life would have been much
easier.
I see myself in that difficult period as in a snapshot taken by one of those precisionengineered cameras blessed with a wealth of tiny screws and levers, gaping lenses, and
pleated black-leather bellows which one pulled like an accordion from gleaming
nickel scissor supports, cameras that were produced by the same Zeitgeist—still close
to the horse-and-buggy world—as the clear-angled, high-wheeled automobiles that so
aroused my boyhood fantasy. I envied my classmates—the well-behaved ones whom I
left behind when I was sent from school—when they received such photographic
apparatuses as birthday or Christmas rewards for success in their schoolwork, though I
did not much value the photographs they gave me now and then.
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I can see one snapshot now: it is of a boy with the rounded, defiant face of violated
and soon assassinated childhood; his glum resolve, focusing exclusively on himself, is
a bit ridiculous, and it deceives us about the earnest ordeal of adolescence, which—
awkward in this respect too—can find no better expression of its genuine agonies. The
day is overcast. I am sitting on a log, wearing a windbreaker of stiff, waterproof linen
with a military belt and large pockets, the kind of jacket sported in the late 1920s by
members of ideological associations, whether of the far left or the extreme right. In my
case, of course, I was remote from anything philosophical, and I simply used the
jacket on long rambles I took whenever I could, wandering lonesome and aimless into
the countryside around Czernowitz. In the sunshine-basking seasons, the landscape
with its vast horizon was as beautiful as a park; under a wintry sky, aswarm with
crows, it offered only melancholy leagues of farmland, plowed up into black clods; far
away, beyond the snowy strips that marked the hollows in the rolling terrain, the black
lines of woodlands stretched all the way to the mountains, twilight blue and barely
visible at the milk-glass edge of the sky dome. It was just such a day, in late winter,
that corresponded best to my mood of skushno.
I have no hat; my hair is tousled by the wind. Smooth as a seal, my dachshund Max
sits at my feet, worshipfully gazing up at me. He is my sole playmate and buddy, my
friend, my comforter, in whom I find if not instant understanding then certainly
unconditional love and unreserved approval of anything I do.
This photo does not exist—I must quickly point out—for I kept to myself so
completely that no one could have snapped it; the schoolmates I have spoken of were
now far away. Max and I bummed around the countryside near Czernowitz like a pair
of tramps. Morally, too, we were rather footloose. We had a tacit agreement that any
guinea hen venturing too far from its home coop was fair game; likewise any cat
caught mousing in the furrows. Felines were my special prey, for, much to my sorrow,
Max, despite all his other praiseworthy qualities, was not fierce. He would quite
eagerly, indeed hysterically, rush at his game, but if it stood up to him, at the slightest
nick on his nose he would turn tail, retreat yowling behind my heels, and yelp ignobly
from his refuge. I comforted myself with the thought that he was still young and I was
probably asking too much of him. Anyway, I carried a good slingshot and a handful of
lead pellets in the pocket of my nonpolitical windbreaker, and my aim was almost as
good as that of a circus marksman. Even the most tenacious tom reeled off in a daze
when the bean-sized bullet struck his skull. Max then had a much easier time of it.
Today, dogs and cats share my home peaceably. But in those days I regarded the
enmity between them as a law of nature; and, being a dog-lover, I was of course a cathater. I was the son of a man to whom hunting meant everything; the necessity of
annihilating prey was as established a fact for me as the categorical imperative was for
my teachers; and everyone knows that in shooting grounds, cats are pests. As for
attacking the guinea fowl, that was a deliberate iniquity, an act of defiance. Raised
according to the strictest rules of sportsmanship, I found a painful satisfaction in being
a chicken thief. I was flouting the etiquette of venery, thus to a certain extent sullying
my father’s name. For the sheaf of thoughtfully severe punishments that were to make
me conscious of my waywardness included, alas, the penalty of not being allowed to
go hunting with my father. Every spring and summer since early boyhood, I had been
permitted to accompany my father in the seasonal cycle of sporting joys: tracking
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woodcock and snipe at Eastertide, and, in my summer vacations, stalking bucks. Then,
later, growing more robust, I had occasionally been taken along on the principal part of
the annual hunt, during the rutting season of the deer in autumn and the wild-boar hunt
in winter. But now I ran, straight out of Czernowitz and then on aimlessly crosscountry, to escape the afflicting temptations that would have been unendurable at
home: the nostalgic images of the mountain forests where my father hunted,
resounding with the mating cries of blackcocks and woodcocks along the margins of
the forests and, when everything was green again, the billy goats’ gamboling in the
first summer heat, the air alive with dancing gnats. This year, I was forbidden these
pleasures.
The stubblefields underfoot were still wet from snow that had only recently melted
away. Buds were gleaming on the brookside willows, and you could count on your
fingers the days remaining until spring: the buds would soon be breaking open into
furry catkins, the sky would be blue again and striped with wet white clouds, the
cuckoo would be calling everywhere. But I was chained to my guilt. My moral
delinquencies were not the only sins I had to make amends for. I dragged around the
syllabus I had missed and now had to make up as a convict the iron ball on his ankle. I
knew—after all, it was droned into me every day—that if I passed the makeup exam in
the fall, I would be reprieved: that is I would have one last chance for scholastic
rehabilitation. Even though I knew this would mean nothing but one more year of
boarding-school exile, far from home, far from my beloved country, from hunting, and
from my dachshund Max, I was nevertheless resolved to do everything in my power to
pass this examination.
My power was woefully dissipated, however. Outside, a thawing wind blew
through tree branches which, still bare and transparent, were spun into the silky gray
of the sky. I could hear the blackbirds panicking at twilight, drops falling, mice
rustling in the dry leaves around the underbrush—all the small noises that almost
startle a hunter when he listens for a sign of his prey.… I sat in my room, in front of
my schoolbooks, absorbing not a word of what I read, not the simplest question.
Seeking a surrogate for the missing hunting ventures with my father, I had plunged
into hunting literature with all the passion of a starved imagination; soon, without
quite realizing it myself, I was able to read in the original the classic French book on
hunting by Gaston de Foix. But this achievement had garnered me no praise or even
recognition. On the contrary: it was now considered proven that sheer wickedness
rather than genuine slow-wittedness made me unwilling to fulfill my duties. This, in
turn, embittered me so deeply that I gave up deciphering old French texts and did
nothing but run around in the open air, with skushno in my heart.
The dynamics of such pedagogical quarrels are well known. The case histories are
all too similar, and I need not bother to narrate mine in greater detail. Soon salvation
came from relatives—an elderly, childless couple who put an end to the lamentations
about me for the time being. They offered to take in the problem child for the summer.
Uncle Hubert and Aunt Sophie had been told about me early on, and about the
progress, or rather problems, I was making. My parents were not without an ulterior
motive: legacy-angling, I suppose, for these kin had no closer family ties than us and
they were well to do. They lived in the country—more precisely, they lived as feudal
lord and lady in one of those out-of-the-way hamlets with tongue-twisting names
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which, on maps of the European southeast, make the riverine regions along the Prut or
Dniester seem like civilized territories. One should not forget, of course, the
immensity of that territory, as well as the quite discordant and not always deeply
rooted kind of civilization one finds there. East and West meet there unchanged in
architecture, language, and customs, even in the smallest village. But I was born and
bred in that part of the world, so I did not expect a walled town rich in gables and
oriels, with arched sandstone arcades around the Roland’s fountain in the town-hall
square. And I knew that my uncle and aunt were not to be pictured as the baron and
baroness of an ivy-covered stronghold towering over such a scene.
The townlet in which my relatives lived and where they were the most important
employers was a settlement in the marches of colonial territory on the European
continent—it had sprung up out of windblown cultural sand, as it were, and would
melt away again. Especially at night, when you approached it from a distance, its
forlornness under the starry sky touched you to the quick: a handful of lights scattered
over a flat-topped hill at the bend of a river, tied to the world solely by the railroad
tracks, which glistened in the goat’s milk of the moonlight. The firmament was as
enormous as the huge mass of the earth, against whose heavy darkness these signals of
human presence asserted themselves with a bravery that could scarcely be called
reasonable. The sight was poignant in a sentimental way, like certain paintings of
Chagall’s. With skushno in the heart, one could experience it as devastatingly
beautiful.
During the day, the town was generally stripped of such poetry. It consisted of a
rustic depot and a few zigzagging streets trodden into the loam and lined with plain
houses, some with gardens, as in a village, and some stark by the roadside and covered
with sheet metal to eye level. Thistles and scrubby camomile ran riot along the verge
of open ditches; swarms of sparrows twittered in the hazel bushes along the fences and
scuffled over the straw clusters in the stable dung that lay randomly at farm gates.
Wheel tracks of heavy carts, often drawn by oxen, cut deep into the dust or mire,
depending on the season. At the point where the tracks ran together, in a square of
chestnut trees around a thinly graveled marketplace, a building presented itself to the
main road, its façade plastered with posters and announcements from the front steps all
the way up to the gutters under the roof. This town hall was a stereotypical municipal
administration building; its gable bore a stumpy tower from whose skylight window a
flag dangled on national holidays. Three shops lurked around the square, waiting for
customers; on market days, a tavern with a bakery was packed with peasants, who had
driven their cartloads of pigs, calves, poultry, and vegetables in from the countryside;
the apothecary’s shop announced itself by way of a hanging lamp, in the form of a
glass red cross, within a stone’s throw of the street urchins.
At the end of the main road, the vanishing point of its short perspective, lay a
fenced-in plot; behind boxwood boskets, neglected for decades, where dozens of
roving cats napped, loomed an edifice built of delicately assembled bright-red bricks.
Startling, crazy—turreted, merloned, and orieled—it had a sheet-metal roof with edges
serrated like a doily and dragon-head gargoyles at each eave, and it was richly decked
out with pennons, halberds, and little weather vanes. This was the “villa” of the
physician Dr. Goldmann. A showpiece of architectural romanticism from the 1890s, it
was proffered as a curiosity by Uncle Hubert and Aunt Sophie to anyone visiting for
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the first time. Next to the down-to-earth toy-brick box of the Armenian Catholic
church and the plain domical synagogue, the only other sight worth seeing was the
lovely old onion-tower church of the Orthodox monastery, set in a grove of spruces on
the gentle hilltop. All these buildings stood shamelessly, as it were, under a sky that,
heedless of human vanity, stretched eastward to the Kirghiz Steppe and way beyond to
Tibet. On weekdays, the place was almost lifeless, if we disregard the straggling gangs
of lice-ridden Jewish children who romped among the sparrows in the dusty roads.
In the summer, the sun burned mercilessly upon the bare rooftops, and the air over
them quivered blurrily. In winter, biting frost took the world into its white tongs,
icicles barred the small windows of the houses, and in the river meadow the trees
stood as if spun out of glass. At times—mostly unexpected—something picturesque
erupted: a Jewish funeral, for instance, when, like dark, bizarre flowers, male shapes in
long black caftans and red fox-fur caps suddenly emerged from the ground among the
skew and sunken gravestones, under the pale birches and weeping willows of the
small, out-of-the-way Jewish cemetery. Some of these figures were slightly hunched,
with speech as soft and hoarse as if they were about to clear their throats, and they had
long earlocks and white or chestnut beards; others had gaping eyes and heads thrown
back, framed by the blazing fox-fur caps, and protruding abdomens and loud voices.
Or, on the anniversary of the saint who lay in an embossed silver coffin at the
Orthodox church, the monastery courtyard and the grove in front of it filled with male
and female peasants wearing gaudily embroidered blouses, lambskin jackets, and laced
sandals, with carnations behind their ears or in their strong white teeth. The
polyphonic chanting of the monks alternated with the droning of the Talmud students
at the synagogue.
Uncle Hubert and Aunt Sophie’s house lay like a baronial manor at the edge of the
village. Although the entrance could be locked, the huge wrought-iron gate was
usually open and the driveway lay free under huge old acacias. A spacious courtyard,
framed by lindens, separated the house from the farm buildings and stables and a small
brewery that was operated along with the farm. In back you could hear the rustling of
the beeches and alders, the spruces, birches, and mountain ash of a spacious park that
merged imperceptibly into the open countryside.
I had known this estate since childhood, and I felt as much at home here as in my
parents’ house and garden in Czernowitz, or as in the Carpathian hunting lodge where
I was no longer allowed to visit. I especially loved to stay with my relatives because I
had been allowed to spend vacations here, sometimes even for several months when
my mother’s physicians diagnosed her as needing rest—exceptional periods, in any
case, which in childhood are always taken to be festive. For my relatives, my sporadic
visits were just rare and brief enough for them to enjoy me. When the problems of my
upbringing arose, Uncle Hubert and Aunt Sophie were downright astonished, not
without a gentle suggestion that perhaps one should take into account a certain
inadequacy in the educational methods, if not in the educators themselves: “Why,
that’s absolutely incredible. The boy is so sweet and merry and well behaved with us,
such a sensible child, so good-natured and obedient. This sort of thing could never
happen in our home.”
No wonder, then, that for me, Aunt Sophie’s exceedingly ample bosom, tightly
laced and covered by dependably sportive blouses and rough tweed jackets, signified
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warm maternalism far more than did my mother’s elegant and poetically sentimental,
unfortunately all too high-strung, untouchability. And Uncle Hubert, too, represented
in my early years something incomparably more stable, more focused on concrete
things, hence more calming, than my father’s increasingly gloomy, increasingly
disillusioned day-dreams, as he fled deeper and deeper into his monomaniacal passion
for the hunt.
Of course, Uncle Hubert and Aunt Sophie themselves inhabited a disunited world.
The remote spot in the eastern borderland of the former Habsburg—and hence ancient
Roman—Empire where they played the role of virtual cultural viceroy was located at a
meeting point (or chafing point, if you will) between two civilizations. One, the
Western, had not endured long enough to bless the land and people with more than an
infrastructure (as it would be called today) geared to technological colonization; it had
then promptly girded itself to destroy what little there was of the indigenous culture.
The other, likewise at the defenseless mercy of the steppe winds from the east,
opposed the Western in the spirit of a fatalistic resignation to destiny; but along with
that it had, alas, a propensity for letting things go, run to seed, degenerate into
slovenliness. Still, both Uncle Hubert and Aunt Sophie were of a piece—prototypical
provincial aristocrats such as can be found in Wales or the Auvergne, in Jutland or
Lombardy: by no means narrow-minded, much less uneducated, in some respects even
surprisingly enlightened; yet an easygoing life in secure circumstances and natural
surroundings, a life of clear-cut duties and constantly reiterated tasks, gave their
thoughts and emotions, their language and conduct, a simplicity that might easily
strike a casual observer as simplemindedness. The very next look would suffice—at
least in the case of my relatives—to ascertain a discreet warmheartedness and a deeply
humane tact, which in more sophisticated types are not necessarily the rule.
It was taken for granted that not a single word would be spoken to remind me of my
duty to cram for my makeup examination. My uncle and aunt tacitly assumed I would
do this of my own accord, with my own common sense—and my own ambition. When
and how was left entirely up to me. For the moment at least, I was officially on
vacation; I could sleep as long as I liked and loaf about wherever I wished. I had been
given permission to bring my dachshund Max, and Uncle Hubert spoke with such
lively and joyous anticipation of the annual quail and snipe hunt to take place later in
the summer that no doubts assailed me as to whether I would be allowed to go along.
There was only one thing that I could take as a gentle admonition—and it only
heightened my bliss: instead of putting me near Aunt Sophie’s bedroom, as they had in
earlier years, they put me into the so-called tower with Max. “You’ll be more
undisturbed here,” they said, without the least suggestion of a hint.
The tower, naturally, was no tower. This was the name for makeshift quarters
located over the brewery office and accessible from the garden by way of a steep
ladder. During the great winter hunts, out-of-town guests were housed here, especially
Uncle Hubi’s most intimate bachelor friends: sportsmen who could drink anyone
under the table. For the rest of the year, the tower normally remained empty. Its three
garret rooms strung out under the eaves, where a dusty smell of disuse and infrequent
ventilation lingered, enjoyed a legendary reputation. There was talk of events that
were better merely hinted at in the presence of children, although, of course, everyone
knew these were mostly humorous exaggerations. Yet they kept popping up over and
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